NETWORK AND SD-VPN

NETWORK AND
SD-VPN
Reduced network overheads
and complexity, and an
agile approach to Network
Transformation.
Cloud Gateway lets you reduce appliance sprawl
and network aggregation points for greater visibility
and control of your organisation’s network.

Meshing legacy and Cloud Service Providers
One of the greatest networking challenges in

Cloud Gateway addresses this by providing supplier

performing either a cloud migration or network

agnostic services, and enables businesses to rapidly

transformation, is the inability to mesh legacy

connect their existing and new network locations

and new providers together without engaging in

over any connection method desired, removing

restrictive, multiple coterminous relationships.

the restriction of having to rely on inflexible direct
connections and MPLS set ups.

Cloud Gateway considers hybrid networking as a
valid architecture, well on its way to becoming
a set standard. Creating, managing and
enhancing the connections between
Cloud and physical locations will
remain vital for years
to come.

Connectivity over the Internet via Cloud Gateway’s
SD-VPN is flexible, secure and configurable in a
way that allows organisations to transform their
network and enhance their Cloud Journey at a scale
previously unachievable.

NETWORK AND SD-VPN

Cloud Gateway

Key Features

Use Cases for which SD-VPN
connections can be set up

• No additional hardware required on site

• Corporate network

(utilises existing edge)
• M&A network
• Unlimited VPNs over public or
private connections

• Supply chain (3rd Party connections)

• Enhanced control and visibility

• Hybrid architecture integration

• Open standard routing protocols

• Cloud Service Providers

• IPv6 ready

• Mobile workforce

• Integrates seamlessly with Stratus SD-WAN

• Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

• Centralised security enforcement point
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Secure network traffic over any connectivity medium
from any connectivity provider
Cloud Gateway uses open standards based end to end encryption to National Cyber Security Centre
(NCSC) standards, whilst utilising supplier agnostic connectivity.

Cloud Gateway enables you to transform your

tailored to address every eventuality. With dedicated

network at scale and facilitate your journey to

service integration and ongoing consultancy

the Cloud at a pace suited to your requirements.

delivered as standard, Cloud Gateway helps you

It lets you do this safe in the knowledge that the

design, deploy and adapt to the changing conditions

underlying infrastructure is proactively managed

of your Network, at a scale and cost efficiency

and supported 24/7 by an industry leading SLA

aligned to your own strategic initiatives.

To find out more about how Cloud Gateway can
enable your Cloud future, get in touch today.
www.cloudgateway.co.uk

